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 ABSTRACT 

       

        

      The present work focuses on the study of the transmission in hollow-

core photonic crystal fiber (HC-PCF) in ultra-enhanced light/matter 

interactions, such as liquid based frequency shift of bandgaps in photonic 

crystal fibers due to a refractive index scaling.                                         

        Changing the refractive index contrast of the fiber is sometimes 

required and this has an effect on the transmission properties of the fiber. 

This effect is experimentally studied and refractive index scaling of the 

photonic bandgap is demonstrated. 

Illuminating the fiber with Nd:YAG laser, He:Ne laser, green Nd:YAG 

laser, sodium monochromatic lamp and  mercury monochromatic lamp at 

different stages of the tapering process have been carried out. The 

transmission spectra were recorded before and after filling the HC-PCF 

with pure water, ethanol and acetone. The change in the transmission 

properties of the fiber is investigated.                                                                                                    

We have studied near-field patterns over the photonic bandgap 

wavelength range. The transmission bands of filled fibers have shifted to 

shorter wavelengths in the silica/water case, silica/ethanol case and 

silica/acetone case respectively as expected for lower index contrasts.

For the water filled fiber the original pass band extended over the region  

1040 -1140nm, this band shifted to about 584.5 - 641.4nm.   For the 

ethanol filled fiber the original pass band  shifted to about 511.8-561.0nm 

and for the acetone filled fiber the original pass band  shifted to about 

519.1-569.0nm. 
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